
 

 

 
Artificial Intelligence Fundraising Checklist 

 
Data-driven fundraising is upon us. Artificial intelligence will help fundraisers make 
sense of rapidly changing donor demographics and donor expectations. The 
percentage of Canadians making charitable gifts has declined from 24.6% in 2006 to 
19.9% in 2019*, and with it, the need to up our game to maximize gifts from motivated 
donors. As our best and longest-serving donors age out of the pipeline, how do you 
engage the next generation? 

  
Machine learned predictions combined with fundraising automation will allow your 
teams to create new experiences for all donors across the pipeline. Experiences which 
are hyper targeted, segmented and personalized. These technologies will help your 
team save time and raise more money by learning from the behaviours of your best 
donors to help you optimize the donor journey. 

  
Are you ready to take full advantage of the investment in technology? The following 
readiness indicators are required, at a minimum, to make this worthwhile. 

  
1. Foundational Readiness: are you capturing the right data? 

 
Ö A minimum of 25,000 constituents in your database.  
Ö Robust data features, including: (the more features, the better) 

o Demographics (age, gender, wealth); 
o Biographic data (name, contact info, date of birth); 
o Giving history (dates, giving amounts, method, campaign, designation); 
o Engagement (call reports, volunteer, event attendance); and  
o Digital data (email, social media, online behavioral data). 

 

Build your expertise through Virtually GLOBAL’s™ Shared Brain™ tip sheets. 
Learn how to prepare for data-driven fundraising. 



 

 
 

 
2. Operational Readiness: is the data in position for analysis? 

 
Ö The data set is clean (no duplicates or incomplete records). 
Ö The data features are labeled. 
Ö The data set is warehoused in a single place. 

 
3. Transformational Readiness: is your organization ready to adopt and embrace? 

 
Ö You have adopted a data-driven culture from top to bottom. 
Ö You are prepared to invest in artificial intelligence, knowing it may take time to 

see the ROI. 
Ö You have considered embarking on this journey with a partner. 
Ö If so, you have selected the best partner, who is aligned with your goals. 

 
 
Learn more about how to maximize your data-driven fundraising from the highly 
experienced Global Philanthropic Senior Consultants on Virtually GLOBALTM. Senior 
Consultant Chris Steeves has five years of expertise in this area. 
 
Get fingertip and budget-friendly virtual access to expert, personalized fundraising 
counsel from across Canada.  
 
Let’s get started today! 

 
globalphilanthropic.ca/virtually-global 

 


